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Now kids can create their very own knitted accessories!Finger Knitting for Kids shows young
crafters (and their parents) how to make cute and easy knitted pieces using only their fingers
and a bit of yarn. Clear and simple step-by-step lessons walk them through a series of
delightful projects--ranging from simple knitted hair ties and head bands to braided scarves
and caps.This book provides easy-to-follow instructions for 15 fun knitting projects for kids,
including:A sweet fringed scarf with matching rectangle beanieA colorful hair tie braceletA
stylishly slouchy unisex hatA neat little throw that can be worn as a shawlA braided scarf with
pompom ends--a great way to mix favorite colorsAnd so much more!Lessons on making and
adding embellishments like pompoms, tassels and loops introduce kids to the wonderful world
of yarn crafting. And once they learn the basics, they'll be able to try these techniques with
other materials as well--ribbons, strips of fabric and other fibers.With a wide range of projects,
interests and skill levels throughout the book, crafty kids 5-12 will be making original knitted
creations in no time!



Finger Knitting FOR KIDSSUPER CUTE & EASY THINGS TO
MAKEContentsIntroductionLesson 1Straight Long ScarfVariationsLesson 2Circle
ScarfVariationsLesson 3Braided ScarfVariationsLesson 4ScrunchieVariationsLesson 5Connect
Knitted Strands to Make a Hat & ScarfVariationProjectsLesson 1 Tricolor HatLesson 2 Striped
PurseLesson 3 Magic ScrubberLesson 4 Blue PillowLesson 5 Flower Floor CushionLesson 6
Fluffy Lap BlanketPerfect as a GiftThe EndIntroduction“Knitting is so hard!” Have you ever
thought that?Even if you’ve never tried it before, no problem! Finger knitting is super easy!
Simple, straight stitches turn into a scarf or a scrunchie in a flash!Connect finger knitted
strands to make a hat or bag!It’s amazingly easy to create a lot of different things.More than
anything, finger knitting is fun, so let’s give it a go!Finger Knitting Lesson 1Straight Long
ScarfWatch your stitches grow longer and longer with this basic finger knitting technique and
before you know it, you’ll have a scarf. Choose your favorite yarn type and colors!Choose the
length of the scarf! Let’s knit!Let’s start with a long scarf!Materials Yarn: We used Hamanaka
Lala in Dark Pink (50g). Use any extra-bulky yarn you like.First…All you need is yarn. Let’s
start by preparing the yarn. We recommend a thicker yarn weight (“yarn weight” refers to its
thickness) for beginners.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Fun finger knitting book on kindleØ=ÜMØ=ÜMØ=ÜM. This book has easy to understand
directions to learn finger knitting and cute little projects for kids. Best instructions for getting the
best looking finger knit tube without them looking large and sloppy.I recommend this little book
for all beginners of finger knitting. Easy peasy. Thank you to the author, the translator and Tuttle
Publishing company for a book in English from Japan”

Liz Carico, “Good book. This book was very informative helpful and fun and easy to use!!!!!!!! It
is a good book to read hi”

Anna from InannaWorks, “How crafty are you?. Want to get your children off their e-devices
and back into the physical world? This book offers you a great technique for doing just that and
the earlier you introduce it the better. With just your fingers—and a bit of cardboard and a little
bit of tape to wrap the ends when weaving pieces together—you’re on your way to creating
finished projects that are stylish and fun. Yarn suggestions make the projects state-of-the-art.
Instructions and yarn suggestions make it easy for people, young or old, to start turning out
scarves, scrunchies, hats, and purses that they love. Discover the magic of “hands on” for
yourself.(Anna received a free review copy of this book.)”

Dkay, “Great book home school helper. Helped during Covid my 8 year old enjoyed various
trials and fails whilst reading this book”

Jane McSheaffrey, “Easy to follow. Excellent and easy to follow. My daughter quickly got
started and completed several projects with a little assistance.  Some great ideas.”

Client d'Ebook Tops, “Easy, fun and satisfaying. I am an adult who has tried to get into knitting
for years, and was put off by the technicity of other books. I bought this one to teach my
daughter, and I love it ! Quick and easy projects, perfect for nother-daughter bonding”

The book by Nirmalya Kumar has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 86 people have provided feedback.
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